PRIMARY CLASSROOM NEWS – SEPTEMBER 2017
Here is a peek into what the students of primary did in Literacy,
Mathematics, Inquiry, Discovery and Personal Effectiveness.

LITERACY:

Primary Juniors

Descriptive Writing
The junior group were engaged in different language activities to
get them to understand the usage of simple describing words
(adjectives) in their sentences to make their writing appealing to
read.
Before beginning the lesson we had discussed about how we all
learn. They were asked to name the five senses and how they help
with our learning process. We followed it up with an activity where
each child need to describe their peer. They were even asked to
compare a simple sentence without an adjective as well as with
adjectives. This exercise and explanation helped them to
understand why and where describing words and sensory details
(sense of sight, touch etc.) and it helps create a clear image in our
mind.
The children were exposed to a few sample descriptive text to get them thinking and also ask relevant questions, the
‘wh’ words to write more details on chosen topic.
In addition, we discussed about the difference about phrases and complete sentences and where the describing words
need to be included (describing the nouns). The children have been experimenting, composing short descriptive pieces
on different topics. They have written about their favourite person or character, a holiday they enjoyed, a pet and so
on.
Reading
In my literacy classes with juniors, the children continued with the work which Uma ma'am had given. They have read
the books in the library and in the website ‘Reading A-Z’, about different places, types of forest and different types of
animals in types of forest, which was related to their Discovery class also, which helped them to create their own
country and the Forest, which they are working on now.

Primary Seniors
Descriptive Writing
The children were introduced to descriptive form / genre of writing this term
and the focus was to get them to understand the importance and the need to
include suitable adjectives to make their writing interesting.
The children were introduced to some common characteristics of a
descriptive text and how the inclusion of descriptive words (adjectives) and
sensory details (sense of sight, touch etc.) which provides a clear image could
add to the quality of their writing.
As reading good examples of a descriptive text is the best way to model good
writing skills, the children read some descriptive texts before they started
writing their own descriptive pieces. We discussed about simple sentences,
where to include suitable adjectives (describing the nouns) and how the same adjective changes when
compared (degree of comparison). They learnt about the use of vivid words and details help create a
mental picture.
The children have been experimenting, composing short descriptive pieces on different topics. They
have written about their favourite person or character, a holiday they enjoyed, a pet, short story etc.
Reading
The children read books related to transport, animals, places people live which helped them develop
ideas on making their own countries in the discovery centre. They did the related worksheets that
focussed on regular and irregular verbs; determine the main idea and the related text and
comparative and superlative adjectives. Each child also discussed the summary of the book that
he/she read during the literacy class.

MATHEMATICS
The primary children started ‘thinking math’ when Ms Meera
Raghavan came and introduced new techniques of thinking about
numbers in specific and math in a broader context. The senior
primary worked on identifying the place at which a particular
number is positioned which led to thinking about ‘hundreds’,
‘tens’ and ‘ones’ on the place value mat using the ‘hundreds’
cube, the tens bars and the ones cubes. Meera also introduced
the area model to instil multiplicative thinking in the children,
which helped them to do multiplication in an easier way. The children measured the area and
perimeter of their desks using the tens and ones blocks and learnt the difference between the two
terms. Through continuous questioning, Meera elicits the mathematical thinking and reasoning
power of the children. The children used colourful counters to create patterns which required logical
reasoning and problem solving skills. Through her continuous questioning, Meera was able to make
the children think hard about their patterns which enabled them to look at where they have gone
wrong and where they are correct. Meera beautifully associated ‘doing’ and ‘undoing’ with addition
and subtraction and multiplication and division. Wearing their thinking caps, the children were able
to associate factors with multiplication and division. The junior
primary worked on different ways to make ten using the number
blocks. The blocks are colour coded which helped the children
associate the numbers with the blocks. Some of the children
from junior primary also worked on the area model for
multiplicative thinking.

INQUIRY
Inquiry about soil
The primary children are learning about soil as part of their inquiry curriculum. The senior primary
focussed on elements and processes needed to study about soil. They were exposed to pH, why and
what is it and why might this affect the behaviour of the soil. The children conducted experiments
with blue and red litmus papers and observed the change in the colours of the litmus paper with
different acids and bases. They also learnt how phenolphthalein and methyl orange act as indicators
for acids and bases. They extracted purple colour from purple cabbage and used the liquid as an
indicator to test soil that they had collected from different localities.
They also used the pH meter to test the alkalinity of the soil.
To learn about where soil originates from, the senior and the junior primary children went on field
trips in and around the school and Royal Enclave to observe particles of rock, sand, sediment and
broken down pieces of living stuff, such as bits of bark, twigs and parts of dead animals and plants.
They learnt about decomposition and saw how the uppermost part of the soil has the most
decomposed material called the humus. The children also scraped off barks of dead trees and used
magnifying glasses to discover living organisms moving inside them.
The children discussed and documented their findings through their writings and drawings.

DISCOVERY
We began this term
with
Planet
Geos
project,
where
the
primary
children
created
their
own
countries using the
knowledge from our
previous topic, Travel.
Children had learnt about various country flags,
traditions, wild life, climate, travel related to places.
Students were asked to choose a theme for their country, a
country name and a country capital city. Students had to design,
draw and colour a national

country flag. The children created a
country map, indicating cities, rivers,
water bodies.
The children went on to discover and
explore the kinds of forests existing
across the world. With help of books,
encyclopaedias and Internet search, the children came to know about
deciduous, temperate, tropical and coniferous forests and
also the savanna grasslands.
They are currently creating their own forests based on the
research that they have done. The children are using their
imagination, observation, creativity and knowledge to make
trees,
plants,
waterfall,
vegetation
and
wildlife
associated with their forests.
While creating their
own
models, they are working in
teams,
demonstrating
teamwork, leadership qualities,
cooperation and creative and
critical thinking skills.

PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS
Children were introduced to vegetable printing in Art class which was used to
print handkerchiefs. They were introduced to making wrapping paper using
any medium of art. Some used paints, crayons, sketch pens and colour
pencils. With these sheets they learnt the technique of covering their
notebooks.
The other focus of life education based learning was to bring in awareness
about caring for their own school, to build ownership for their space, and
which would extend outside school as well. In taking charge of their
environment children also learnt about waste management.

